CAPE TO CAMP
The Western Cape at the tip of the African continent is an eclectic region.
The terrain changes and transforms rapidly; from the desolate scrubby coastline
of the Peninsula, to the verdant vineyards of Constantia; up to the mountainous
Overberg - and then to the shimmering seaside of the Garden Route
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Create the perfect journey with four unique Relais & Châteaux properties
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The Collection by Liz McGrath combines all of these experiences with three Relais & Châteaux properties. Start
your journey at any, or all; and then round off your trip with Camp Jabulani in Limpopo for a luxury camping
experience in the untamed bush. Begin your curve up the Cape at The Cellars-Hohenort; a country hideaway in
the midst of Southern Africa’s favourite city, Cape Town. The elegant hotel is situated on the slopes of Table
Mountain National Park, deep in the historic Constantia Valley. The property encompasses nine acres of
world-renowned gardens, boasting secret walks, tumbling foliage; and, at the right time of year, exquisite roses.
There’s gastronomic adventure to be had too; at the three award-winning restaurants, overseen by Cape Town's
only Relais & Châteaux Grand Chef, Peter Tempelhoff. At the flagship restaurant, The Greenhouse, seasonality
rules and South African ingredients shine on the plate as a contemporary vision.
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The next stop on the Collection by Liz McGrath route is The Marine Hotel in Hermanus. Perched on rugged
coastal cliffs, the hotel overlooks Walker Bay, and in season Southern Right Whales make the inlet their home.
Guests of the hotel can watch the whales from the comfort of their suites, or with a drink on the terrace. Peter
Tempelhoff oversees the property’s two restaurants, which celebrate regional cuisine. The Overberg is an area of
natural contrasts; from the deep green apple orchards of Elgin to the sweeping canola fields of Caledon, and the
mountainous coast of Hermanus where marine life flourishes in abundance. The nature is at once diverse and
awe-inspiring, and the team of chefs translate this beauty onto the plate, using regional, seasonal produce and
ingredients that speak of the surrounding land.
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Continue the curve up to The Garden Route; and descend into the
ultimate five-star seaside escape at The Plettenberg. Plettenberg Bay
claims the world’s second most temperate climate (Hawaii being
first)—and sunshine is practically guaranteed. The hotel has been
designed to promote relaxation; from its position overlooking miles of
sandy beaches, the Otteniqua Mountains and Formosa Bay; to the staff
who are an hand to assist with every want and need—from cocktails, and
spa treatments to even buckets and spades for children to play with on
the beach; not to mention the luxuriously appointed suites.
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Dust off the beach sand and head into the wild bushscape of Limpopo. End your journey at Camp Jabulani, a
family-owned safari lodge situated in the pristine Kapama Game Reserve in Hoedspruit. While both the lodgings
and cuisine are sumptuous—the true magic of this experience lies in the herd of trained African elephants who
call the camp home. Guests are lifted atop the mighty animals and led into the bush for a safari unlike any other;
the elephants will gently rock you from side-to-side as the bushveld unfolds below. There’s also a night
safari—the only one of its kind in the world—where your journey will take you into wild landscape with the starry
night sky above—utterly peaceful, and transformative.
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Camp Jabulani

Carving up the Cape coast to Camp Jabulani is an adventure that
showcases wild and natural beauty, world-class cuisine, and authentic
African experiences.

Create your own Cape To Camp experience:
The Cellars-Hohenort - Cape Town
www.collectionmcgrath.com/cellars/

The Marine - Hermanus
www.collectionmcgrath.com/marine/

The Plettenberg - Plettenberg Bay
www.collectionmcgrath.com/plett/

The Cellars-Hohenort
The Marine

Camp Jabulani - Hoedspruit

The Plettenberg

www.campjabulani.com

